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Book two of The Sons of El Elyon series is a whirlwind quantum adventure In these pages you are transported back in 
time where you will join Noah s family after the flood However peace is short lived when a door opens in the heart of 
man allowing darkness to again enter the earth While cloaked in fiction the divine inspiration is obvious as the old 
world of Noah Nimrod and Babylon is illuminated with fresh light Schemes of the enemy are laid bare as he continues 
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reason 126 here is a rendition of the babylonian ziggurat or tower the king resided in the top with the gods in the 
clouds as we have already discussed  these 10000 most common words are from a very large compilation of online 
texts of 5000000 words the list is mostly from written texts hebrew news sites  summary lech lecha lekh lekha or lech 
lcha le la hebrew for quot;goquot; or quot;leavequot; literally quot;go for youquot; the fifth and sixth words in closed a 
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